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Abstract
The factor of precision has always been the mastermind of the shooting sport. With new
shooters coming into the field every day and with more aspiring shooters bringing laurels, a
help of technology for training can make a difference. When advanced systems like the
SCATT, Electronic Target Systems, etc. are marked for the people of the higher background,
an easy handle autonomous system for self-monitoring training of precision improvement
has always been a question of far reach. This project is about developing an external
removable device, which will monitor and evaluate the shooter efficiency of gripping weapon,
measure by pressure given at the contact points of the weapon.
In the contact points, such as the trigger, the hand grip, cheek rest, butt plate and the hand
rest; we use force sensitive resistors, which are connected to an automatic monitoring system
built over an Arduino platform. The system analyses the shots based on the variation in the
pressure at each point of contact for every shot. By further analysis and consolidation, the
average pressure over a range of shots, an optimal pressure point can be fixed individually
for the respective shooter. This pressure points are used as references, by rating them in
comparison with the corresponding shot acquired in the target. The system includes a predesigned training program, which autonomously monitors and trains the shooter to achieve
the optimum grip in every shot, thereby increasing the accuracy and precision in a sequence
of shots. With time, it helps the body to develop a muscle memory based on controlled
training and learn the rhythm of applying optimum pressure to achieve better results.
Index Terms— Accuracy, Arduino, autonomous self-monitoring system, butt plate, contact
points, cheek rest, strain gauge, hand grip, hand rest, optimum pressure, precision, pressure,
score, target, trigger.
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1 Introduction
Shooting is a booming sport today all over the world. Being a sport with Olympic
grade of excellence, the sport is a ground of increasing competence every year and indeed
every day. The sport has been immensely complimented by electronics and by the automation
industry. Starting with just a weapon and a target, the sport emerged for leisure and eventually
emerged to be a highly welcoming sport. Rating the competence score over numeric system,
the electronic targets [1], used currently have brought in a decimal system of scoring. This
has increased the competence of the sport way beyond bounds.
The sport today completely involves tests of proficiency in terms of accuracy and
precision. A lot of advanced highly precise weapons have been manufactured both in the rifle
and the pistol category. The competition level of the sport has become national pride and all
nations emerge out with the best of training facilities for all the shooters. Maintained with
high standards of rules by the International Shooting Sport Federation (ISSF) [2], the sport
has been marked to great excellence.
With increasing shooters and increasing competence, the grading scale has always
been raised higher endlessly. Shooting as studied by many in the field, is a sport subject to
precision emerging both from the body and the mind triggered to the target. In shooting it is
not about acquiring a 10.9 score in one shot. It is about acquiring a 10.9 [3] in every single
shot across the entire match. The shooter communicates with the weapon by means of his/her
contact points with the weapon. A study of the contact mechanism and the nature of contact
in means of pressure can complement and enhance the training speed as well as performance
of the shooter.
An initial understanding of weapon handling is time consuming. With time, practice
and experience the shooter learns the sport step by step. This project is an attempt to fill in
that time gap and help establish a clear understanding about every individual’s optimum
weapon control to achieve precision and shooting skills in a lesser time. It is also aimed at
complimenting professional shooters to train better.
The thesis has been concentrated around building a training system to facilitate
shooters with assistance in understanding, monitoring, improve and record the analysis of the
gripping mechanism that they use. This was achieved by the usage of sensors in each weapon
contact point via jackets designed to the fit of the weapon. The software developed to the
necessary specs is interfaced with the sensors. The system monitored the contact mechanism
of the shooter and helped improve the positioning through values of force generated by the
system. The entire package of system when implemented and tested on the shooter showed
improved results and gradual increase of performance in terms of score.
1
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2 Background Knowledge and Related Work
Shooting being a wide and very old sport being practiced, it is clearly notable that it has
a series and various versions of development over centuries. The evolution of technology in
this sport has occurred recently in the past few decades. It is needed to get a clear
understanding about the existing technological developments used to compliment this sport.
An explanation about the existing technological innovations in this sport has been mentioned
below.

2.1 Electronic Target System
The electronic target system [1] is a revolution in the shooting sport. It is also referred
to as electronic scoring where the shot fired by the shooter is automatically evaluated to high
precision in decimal points and displayed in the scoring board. Unlike manual paper targets,
electronic targets enable the shooters and the audience to immediately view the score
assessment. Though the electronic targets are costly, they have been approved by ISSF
standards to be used in all national and international competitions.

Figure 1 Electronic Target Board [4]

Figure 2 Electronic Scoring Monitor [4]

The electronic target system consists of an electronic target board comprising of carbon
sheets and sensors, and a monitor, which is used as the viewing screen. It consists of a control
unit connected to both target and monitor. It remotely selects various modes of operation.
There are also thermal printers, a barcode scanner and a spectator monitor, which are optional
for usage. Several manufacturers aim on electronic targets, some of which are Elite, SIUS,
Hex [5] and many more. The targets are also enabled to be directly connected to computers
and printers.

3

2.2. SCATT [6]
SCATT systems were developed to help experienced shooters to better their skills, and
beginners the chance to shorten the time needed to learn shooting skills by a factor or two or
three. Practicing in an average-size room you can use any type of weapon and simulate
shooting at distances up to 1000 meters. The aiming trajectory, displayed on the screen of
the computer, provides complete information about the accuracy of aim and errors made
during the travelling sequence of the shot. The SCATT system [6] only provides prepredicted output reasons for the errors done during the shooting cycle. This is achieved by
the usage of the electronic target, an electronic target control unit, other connecting cables
and a software for operation [7].

Figure 3 SCATT Training System [7]
The electronic target is fixed to a tripod or to the wall at the desired distance. The
electronic target is connected to the computed via the USB scheme. The SCATT has various
result displays after it has produced the analysis report. It is pre-programmed to produce
distance curves, co-ordination curves, shift curves, aiming point speed curve, time intervals
graph, probability graph, comparison between two training sessions and produce an overall
analysis of the session. The SCATT system is costly and is not rated to be affordable by
everyone. It makes use of laser technology and has an automatic programmed system.

Figure 4 SCATT target and Optical Sensor [7]
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2.3. Electronic Trigger
Owing to technological advancement in manufacturing and arms and ammunitions,
The Electronic trigger is one of the latest innovations. The triggering part in shooting serves
to be the end and the final outline of the entire shooting cycle. The electronic trigger is the
cutting edge in the game of weapon management.

Figure 5 Electronic Trigger [8]

Figure 6 Working of Electronic Trigger [9]

The percussion cap is generally used in all decorous weapons for firing the cartridge.
Generally electric current is used to fire a cartridge, instead of a percussion cap. In weapons
the bullet is ignited using a percussion cap and a firing pin. There will be a short delay
between the user pulling the trigger and the weapon firing during the travel distance which
generally decreases accuracy. In an electronic-firearm an electric current is used to ignite the
propellant, which fires the cartridge once trigger is pulled. Electrically primed small arms
cartridges are used in the same way as a conventional primer. A small electric current serves
to detonate the primer which gives the thermal impulse that is needed to ignite the propellant
which then deflagrates, producing pressure.

.

Figure 7 Inner View of Electronic Trigger [8]
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2.4 Human movement, golf swing monitoring and
training system [10]
The human movement, golf swing monitoring and training system is a device which was
designed and fabricated for monitoring the performance and the movement swing of the golfer during
his/her training. It is also a technique which is implemented in fields of human movement for training
and teaching purposes. In this, the golf sport swinging action is monitored and used for the purpose
of training. It makes use of a tee manipulation mechanism. It is focused on scaling the feedback of
each individual golfer. A couple of infra-red sensors are attached to the golfer’s club or his glove.
The IR sensors are fixed such that the transmitter transmits pre-determined lines near the tee areas.
Three dimensional critical spots are used for optimization of the golf swing. The receiving sensors
are placed close to the area of the golf swing.

Figure 8 Trackman Golf Training Device [11]

The software system is designed to monitor the golf swing in accordance to the swing of the
shaft and the body position. The player is alerted during an improper shot via a buzzer, an alarm
indication using a light signal and a golf ball removal mechanism. When the condition of 3-D
optimization is not fulfilled, a pre-designed system removes the golf ball from the position, thus
constraining the golfer from striking the ball in an improper position. With time, the golfer is
habituated to proper positioning and striking mechanism.

6
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3 Problem Statement, Objectives and Main
Contributions
Though technology has played a vital role in the improving the art of weapon making
and also in the scoring base, there has been yet an advancement to come in the field of training.
SCATT is a promising system used world over, but it still monitors only the weapon
orientation. There are other conventional methods such as mirror view, trial and error and
more such manual methods have been used all over [12]. These methods have proven to be
successful to a certain extent but lack precision
The performance of a shooter is based on the position at every contact point.
Statistically, there has been no drive towards greatly improving, understanding and localizing
the point of errors in the shooting system. It is clearly understood that the pressure applied
on each contact point is one of the main determining factors for the contribution of each
contact point towards the shot. A clear understanding of how to handle the pressure may help
the shooter develop clarity and better insight towards the shot.
The objective of this project is to develop a self-training system that helps in analysis
of the pressure and the errors that occurs in each weapon contact point. This system will be
designed to help a shooter self-train and develop better understanding about the weapon
response. It is an economical and affordable cost to majority of the shooters. It precisely
defines the points at which the errors have occurred. This would be achieved by usage of
force sensors in the points of contact and further analyzing the pressure by means of an
autonomous system inbuilt with various modes of operation. The performance would be
tested real time on shooters by comparison of training scores without and with the system.
The performance graph would be plotted to measure the improvement achieved.
The study brings in a shared implementation of knowledge about the sport and about
imparting technology that can help in developing a monitoring system to overcome the stated
problem. With reference to the systems used, the main contribution involves usage of sensor
technology to improve the performance in shooting sport by imparting force sensors and a
system that depicts the optimized training scale. This is to be achieved by designing weapon
jackets with fixed sensors, developing a software to operate the sensors and further to display
performance results and to utilize the optimum pressure to evaluate the shooter’s
performance in a training module, thereby increasing performance and decreasing the time
required to train the muscle to optimum pressure application
The main contribution in this project includes the development of an analysis and
training device that measures the shooter-weapon interaction, by means of sensors that are
positioned in different co-ordinates relative to the shooter-weapon contact points. Further by
measuring the pressure given at the contact points in the weapon by using a programmed
module for autonomous self-monitoring system, the performance may be increased, and the
accuracy may improve. It may also help in improving the time taken for error correction and
may also give a better control over the point of error occurrence.
8
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4 Design and Fabrication of Weapon Jackets
with Sensors
This model is designed to study and analyze the rhythm in which the contact points are
handled. The pressure given at these contact point is taken to be the major data to be collected
and studied for performance evaluation. The system is designed such that the pressure given
at the contact points such as hand grip, cheek rest, hand rest, butt plate and the trigger are
focused on. Force sensors of varied sizes are used in this study. They are embedded in jackets
built out of 3D Printing and are jacketed on the weapon parts. An Arduino microcontroller is
used for the first version of the model. LabVIEW environment is used to develop the software
part of the project. The model is designed to analyze the pressure used to handle each shot
fired by the shooter. It further processes an output based on manual input of the score. The
shots are analyzed for the sequence and a graph is enabled to be plotted. Further, the system
enables the shooter with an optimum pressure and consists of a training system, which is set
to enhance muscle memory.

4.1 Weapon Model Under Test
The weapon model used under the test is an air rifle of the Feinwerkbau. The model
number is 800x as shown in Figure 9. This model is designed to set new standards of quality,
functionality, design and shooting performance in the grade of match rifles. These are
compressed air rifles. Stability control is listed to be greatly improved from the previous
versions of the same rifle. It is manufactured with hi tech innovative principle of the pressure
reducer with an optimized control action, which stabilizes the outgoing shots to a better
magnitude. It has minimized development time for the shots.

Figure 9 Air Rifle Model Feinwerkbau 800x [13]
It has precharged pneumatics. It is a single shot rifle which is built for both righthanded and left-handed users. It has a 4 x 4 vario-sight adjustment. It has a laterally adjustable
10

front sight that accepts inserts. The trigger pull is adjustable from 60 to 90 grams in the first
pull and from 60 to 150 grams in the second pull. It has a 27mm trigger shoe adjustment
available. The body is fabricated with black anodized aluminum with an adjustable hand rest,
butt plate and cheek piece. The overall length may vary between 41.65 inches to 46.65 inches.
This varies depending upon the butt plate adjustment. It has the dry fire technology included
in it. It helps shooters have a better practicing experience with the trigger pull. It is embedded
with an inner absorber that eliminates shooting impulse. It is designed, tested and approved
to meet the ISSF requirements.
The weapon specifications are [13]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Name

: Feinwerkbau 800x

Model

: LG Mod. 800

Caliber
: 0.177 inches or 4.5mm
Maximum Velocity : 574 fps
Loudness
: 2-Low-Medium
Barrel Length
: 16.73 inches
Overall Length
: 46.65 inches
Shot Capacity
:1
Barrel
: Rifled
Front Sight
: Globe w/Aperture Inserts
Rear Sight
: Diopter/micrometer adjustable
Scopeable
: No
Trigger
: Five-way adjustable match
14. Butt plate
: Adjustable
15. Recommended for : Competition
16. Action
: Bolt Action
17. Power
: Precharged Pneumatics (200bars)
18. Weight
: 10.58lbs
19. Color
: Black
20. Grip Size
: Medium
21. Grip
: Right
22. Weapon Number
: 16803068
23. Make
: 2013
24. Tested Accuracy
: 10.9 (1000 shots machine tested)
25. Shot Capacity per fill : 150 shots
26. Recommended Pellet: RWS Professional Line .177 pellet
27. Made In
: Germany
28. NRAI Id
: SHF0002809199301
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4.2 Pellet Used Under Test
The pellet used under testing of performance is the RWS R10 0.45g as shown in Figure
11 [14]. It is suited for 10 m air rifle and 10 m air pistol. It is best for a competition training
and competition match. Undergone through intensive developments, RWS developed highly
precise and high-performance pellets. It is fabricated with very high and good material
properties, tight production tolerances, professional shooting tests and high quality careful
packaging and marking processes. These are key faces behind the best RWS quality. External
ballistics [29] or exterior ballistics is a part of ballistics that deals with the behavior of
projectile in flight. The speed of the pellet is a determining factor of how the shots react. Too
much speed might negatively influence the shots by affecting follow through. Lesser speed
might result in projectile imbalance.
The precise automated production mechanism is adapted to guarantee absolute
dimensional accuracy in terms of weight and length. This in return guarantees small and
uniform shot groups and very sharp cuts. They are flat headed as shown in Figure 10. It has
the following specifications [14]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Caliber
Pellet Weight
Diameter of the head
Pellet Length
Packing Units
Material

: 4.5
: 0.45 g
: 4.48 mm
: 5.40 mm
: 500
: Lead

Figure 10 Calibrated Pellet [14] Figure 11 RWS R10 Match Premium Line Pellets [14]
The pellets used are flat headed. They are made in the form of lead-alloy ingots.
Considering the face that pellets are the basic diet of the rifle, feeding them with the apt
quality is mandatory for high performance. They undergo several tests before they are packed
out for delivery to the users. The pellet is one-time use. They deform into flat or irregular
shaped sheets after being fired from the weapon during a shot.
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4.3 Force Sensors
There are several tools for measuring pressure. Transforming from the conventional
bulk sensors, technology has leaped up very high resulting with ultra-thin force sensors with
circuits printed on them. They have been tested and proved to be highly sensitive and accurate
in pressure measurements. Force sensitive resistors are used in this case.
Force sensitive resistors (FSR) are designed to detect any form of physical pressure,
weight application and any other kind of squeezing applied to it. They are resistors, which
produce change in the resistor value in accordance to the pressure applied on them. They are
fabricated using plastic and the connection tab is crimped on delicate material. They are best
connected by plugging into the breadboard or using a clamp styled connector such as alligator
clips, female headers, a terminal block or conductive thread. They are also flexible for
soldering, but this requires high skill as the plastic might undergo damage.

Figure 12 Layers of a Force Sensitive Resistor [15]

Figure 13 Shapes and Sizes of Force Resistive Sensors [16]
In all the FSR’s, the connecting lead is divided into several slots. It has the FSR layer,
the spacer, the conductor and the rear adhesive. It also has a printed dielectric. The FSR
works [17] on the principle that the resistance changes when pressure is applied. The
resistance decreases as the pressure applied increases. Three models of FSR’s are used in this
model. They include FSR 400[16] [2], FSR 402[18] [2] and FSR 406 [19] [2]. The schematic
of the all the 3 FSR’s are as shown in Figure 12.

13

Figure 14 Schematic of the FSR [20]
The FSR is basically a voltage divider circuit as shown in Figure 14. Rm is taken to
be a 10 k: resistor in the model circuit. Over 12 V divider circuits are built in a single board
in this case for easier usage compatibility. The maximum actuation force is fixed in these
three sensors. But they can also be modified in custom made sensors. The output is calculated
by the equation [20]:
ܸ ݐݑൌ ܴ݉  ܸ כȀሺܴ݉  ܴ݂ݎݏሻ

(1)

where,
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Vout is the output voltage
Rm is the 10k fixed resistance
V is the input voltage
Rfsr is the resistance measure across the FSR

The actuation force is 0.1 N, with a force sensitivity range of 0.1 N - 100 N.
The force repeatability for a single part is ± 2% with a continuous force resolution. The
repeatability for part to part is ±6%. They have a non-actuated resistance of 10 M:. The
thickness of the sensor ranges between 0.20 mm – 1.25 mm and they have variable size
depending on the FSR model. The FSR-400 has a size of 7.62 mm diameter. The FSR-402 is
18.28 mm in diameter and FSR-406 is 43.69 mm u 43.69 mm in size dimensions. The
hysteresis is +10% in all the three cases. The device has a very small rise time of less than
3 Ps. They have a lifetime of up to 10 million actuations without failing.
The chosen sensors are embedded in the weapon jacket based on the size variation
and site of utility. The leads are fed into a PCB fabricated with a couple of voltage dividers.
These are further taken out as voltage output and then fed into the Arduino board
consecutively served as output into the LabVIEW environment for evaluation. The smallest
sized sensor is used only in the trigger. All the other contact points are facilitated with the
larger sized round and the square sensor. These sensors can also be customized and are to be
implemented in the future versions of the model. Custom made force sensors are more
flexible and compact to use. The custom FSRs can also be fabricated inside a surface of our
choice.
14

4.4 Contact Mechanism in Shooting Sport
When every shooter begins the journey towards the P-10 destinations, the understanding
about every little point in the weapon grows more and more with time. Starting from stability
control to breadth control, every minute thing matters in shooting. Talking about precision
and stability in shooting- everything that happens between the shooters, the weapon and the
target is clearly a matter of the body’s contact with the weapon. The contact point made by
the body with the weapon is the only mode of communication to the weapon. The shooter
communicates with the weapon by means of contact established with the weapon. The
following are the known points of contact of a shooter with the weapon [12]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hand Grip
Cheek Rest
Butt Plate
Hand Rest
Trigger Point

The overall standing posture with all the contact points is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15 Standing position of shooting depicting contact points [21]
The standing posture is a typical position in all the variants of rifle shooting. It is a
posture used in both 10 m air rifle shooting and in 50 m 3-P (3 positions such as prone,
kneeling and standing). It is also considered to the basic position in shooting with a great art
of positioning to be mastered. The hand rest is alone handled with a hand glove. A trigger
hand glove is available for use and is optional.
The positioning and placements of the weapon solely depend on the respective
shooter and their convenience. No two shooters will have the exact same positioning as the
other. Hence it is important to understand the various positioning and their impacts on the
performance. A statistical and research study was done to identify the impact of various
positions on the performance of the shooter in terms of score.
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4.4.1 Hand Grip Position
The hand grip is the first place where the shooter contacts the weapon [12]. As per
research study, it is said that the pressure points applied in the hand grip has minute precisions.
It must be in a decreasing format from the little finger to the index finger. The pressure
applied on the grip directly influences the performance of every shot. This is mainly because
it influences the muscle stress down the entire hand.
Further, it influences the pressure applied on the trigger finger as shown in Figure 16.
Too much of pressure on the trigger finger can cause trigger bang, which leads to problems
in the shot precision. The hand grip [22] is one major influential factor in the shot precision.

Figure 16 Front view of Hand Grip Holding Figure 17 Ground View of Hand Grip Holding

It is required that the grip be co-ordinated with the trigger [23]. Basically, grips are
available as small, medium, large or extra-large sizes. So, the variety of choice is limited and
the shooter needs to customize the grip at a later stage. Improper pressure in the hand grip
acts as a direct impact on the trigger. It may result in tapping of the trigger. The pressure
applied on the hand grip is a direct influential of the body mass of the individual. When the
pressure applied is less, it may result in irregular finger placing in the trigger and henceforth
leads to irregularity in the shots.
A clear insight and understanding about the handgrip handling is clearing essential
for consistent performance throughout the match series. Too much pressure is a fluctuation
from the natural point of hold and it might result in muscle strain. The hand would
automatically shift its position to its natural pressure point after a couple of shots. This brings
lack in consistency.
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4.4.2 Cheek Rest Position
The cheek rest as shown in Figure 18 is the major point of contact, which directly
influences the sight picture of the target. Though it is not a factor in the pistol, it is a major
factor of control for rifle shooters. When cheek position is not right and the application of
pressure is not right, it causes a lot of influence in the consistency of shots [12]. Improper
cheek position can cause strain to the neck and further can bring down performance during a
match sequence of 40 or 60 shots.

Figure 18 Cheek Rest Pressure Application and positioning
The cheek rest having a proper point of contact and pressure application becomes a
need of the system overall [24]. Especially for small bore and big bore shooters, cheek
position plays a vital role as the pressure applied is mostly maximum in these cases. Placing
the cheek constantly in the same place for each shot and maintaining the same cheek
positioning is challenging. Improper cheek positioning may cause stress to the neck and
divert the attention. It greatly affects the sight alignment. Improper sight alignment is
straightaway a direct road to an improper shot. Training without proper understanding of the
pressure to be applied in the cheek rest can cause bad muscle memory.
There are four different cheek positions [23]. They might be closer to the sight or
quite far away from the sight. Secondly it is dependent on how the cheek is placed down and
raised up from the position. This is mainly a measure of the pressure applied in the cheek.
The cheekbone is the main support system from the body in this mechanism. It is noted that
changing the cheek position changes everything and ruins the entire shooting position. It
makes the hit point at the target have great variance even though the shooter perceives that
the aiming point is at the centre of the target.
This is because moving the cheek position directly influences the sight picture and
the target moves out of place. The shooter will not be able to view the target in position unless
the entire body position is altered.
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4.4.3 Butt Plate Position
The butt plate is called to be the weapon lock position with the body [12]. A shooter
holds the weapon against the body by establishing contact with the shoulder. It happens to
be a great game player when coming to managing the recoil and the positioning of the whole
length of the weapon. When the pressure on the butt plate is bigger, it happens to be that the
weapon recoil directly reflects on the shot. Holding the butt plate with optimum pressure is
mandatory to handle the handle the recoil in the right manner. Too much of pressure can
make the shooter undergo muscle strain and too little pressure can make the weapon fall out
of place and so do the shots. The pressure on the butt plate is the smartest way to learn how
the weapon reacts to recoil and shot jumps. Improper pressure can make the shots to jump
out of place suddenly at the midst of a good sequence.

Figure 19 Butt Plate Positioning
Though the butt plate has a fixed frame with slightly alterable angles in the
positioning, the pressure and position of the butt plate may vary per the physique and
shooting style of the shooter [23]. Of course, shooters try out various combinations before
choosing the best suitable for them. This natural position helps to maintain consistency in a
long run. Determining the correct and perfect positioning of the weapon in par with the body
is one of the toughest things to do as it requires a lot of muscle memory.
This is attained with a lot of hard work and dedication over a long period. The position
maintained in the butt plate directly alters the position of the spine [24]. Also, it has a direct
influence on the position maintained in the cheek rest. The pressure maintained in the butt
plate is critical and it must be well balanced. Too much pressure can directly impact the shot
causing shot jumps. Maintaining lesser butt pressure will cause the shots to go around and
round making it difficult to attain proper grouping. Considering all these constrains, it clearly
shows the importance of the pressure maintenance in the butt plate contact point.
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4.4.4 Hand Rest Position
The hand rest is the body’s stand for the weapon [12]. It is the strongest contact point through
which the entire weight of the weapon goes down to the body. A bad placement of the hand
rest can cause major changes in shots carrying from one entire ring count. For a beginner, it
becomes difficult to learn how to place the weapon in the right place repetitively. A wrong
hand rest position leads to pain in the forearm muscles. It further causes decrease in the
performance in the shot sequence.
As a statistical record, it is noted that 90% of shooters change their hand rest position
at least once in their shooting career. A change takes quite some time to adapt by the body
and for young shooters it takes much longer time.

Figure 20 Hand Rest Positioning- Type 1

Figure 21 Hand Rest Positioning- Type 2

The hand rest positioning may vary from shooter to shooter as shown in Figure 12 & 13
based on their style, postioning and comfort [4]. Hand rest is the only part where you are
allowed to move forward and backward to adjust the height and angle of the weapon as per
rule allowance of 5 cm. It acts as a major component that maintains the stability of the
weapon. It is maintained in co ordination with the hip rest position of the elbow.
Most shooters find it challenging to find the apt position for hand rest placement.
Analysing and determining the perfect hand rest position becomes a challenge to evert
shooter. It has be determined over time and consistent practice. The hand rest is the point
where the shooter practices weapon canting.
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4.4.5 Trigger Position
Consolidating all the point of contact comes the smallest and the most sensitive point
of contact; the trigger point [24]. As all good shooters understand, the trigger is not to be
pulled. It is to be squeezed. Mastering the trigger and making a perfect trigger setting is an
activity that usually takes a month to attain comfort with. The first pull and the second pull
of the trigger are two-minute edges with different weights in them [25]. The trigger is
something that seems to be the easiest to use in the weapon. But having a perfect trigger pull
with good stops is an art to master. It is a tedious task to set the weights of the trigger to the
convenience of the shooter.
It is not just a factor concerning how the trigger is pulled. It matters the most on
where the finger is placed. The region of the index finger that contacts the trigger must be to
the comfort of everyone and moreover should also meet the basic need of a trigger position.
There are various trigger shoes available to suit per the shooter’s comfort. The electronic
trigger is also available.

Figure 22 Trigger Positioning

Figure 23 Trigger View

A new shooter needs to get the trigger fixed in accordance with the trigger finger [23].
For example, a long finger needs the trigger to be pushed forward and in case of smaller
fingers, the trigger needs to be moved closer. Beginners often have difficulty in finding the
suitable trigger point for themselves. They initially use too much power for puling the trigger
and that obviously affects all the sight formation. It often is a result of very quick pulling
mostly referred to as trigger squeezing. Understand the trigger break point is a curtial lesson
to be learned and takes years to master it to accuracy. No matter how perfect every other
positioning is, if the trigger pulling is not timed to perfection, it results in collapsing all the
other effort put into positioning. Improper trigger pulling can also be a result of poor
followthrough after the shot is released.
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4.5 Weapon Jacketing
The sensors are fixed to the rifle by means of an outer jacket inside which they are
embedded. The jacket is designed under CAD environment as 3D designs and they are
fabricated using 3D Printing technology. They are created by successfully laying down
successive layers of material in this layer. It is also referred to as additive manufacturing. It
is a rapid prototyping and a mechanized method where the 3D object is brought to shape in
a machine of reasonable size. The blueprints are fed using a computer. It saves time in
abundance by using the inkjet technology. Material cartridges of desired composition and
material are used. The material used in this project is Polylactic Acid (PLA) [7]. It is
biodegradable and highly compatible to use in this case. It is a bioactive thermoplastic
aliphatic polyester made from biodegradable components such as corn starch6b, cassava
roots or even sugarcane. Hence it is very safe to be used.
There are various types of 3D printing available differentiated based on the application
of the product an example as shown in Figure 23. Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) is used
in fabricating the weapon jacket [7]. It is an additive manufacturing technology which is most
commonly used for modelling, prototyping and production of various other 3D models. It
works on the additive principle. The material is laid down in layers. A coil contains the plastic
or the metal wire that is to be fabricated. It is unwound during the process and is converted
into the molten state. The STL file is processed in the data processor. Mathematical slicing
and orientation of the model is performed. The machine contains an extrusion nozzle which
is enabled with turning on and off operation. The filament is connected to the nozzle and it
is programmed to inject out the material at a desired rate. It is manually controllable. The
nozzle has both vertical and horizontal movement space. One layer at a time is built and the
consequent layers are superimposed one on top of the other in a continuous manner. During
the FDM process the polymer is exposed to air. The layer adhesiveness can be greatly
increased by operating the FDM in an inert gas environment. Gases such as nitrogen and
argon are preferred for resulting in a product with better mechanical properties

Figure 23 3D- Printing Machine [7]
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4.5.1. Butt Plate Jacket
The butt plate jacketing is designed as shown below to embed the sensors. The butt
plate jacket is fabricated in two parts. The upper end and the lower end are divided as two
bits. The upper end of the butt plate jacket is as shown in Figure 22 & Figure 23.

Figure 24 BPUJ 3D View 1

Figure 25 BPUJ 3D View 2

Model Information
x
x

Size – 49 mm x 11 mm x 31 mm
Volume – 2.975 mm3

The lower end of the butt plate jacket is designed with a hold on slot at the bottom
end. This is to enable the jacket to hold to the weapon without moving from its position. One
round FSR is embedded in the upper jacket and one is embedded in the lower jacket taking
into considerarion the total contact point.

Figure 26 BPLJ 3D View 1

Figure 27 BPLJ 3D View 2
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Figure 28 BPLJ 3D View 3

4.5.2. Cheek Rest Jacket
The cheek rest is also designed for fabrication in the same PLA material. It has three
variant sides, 2 sides at an angle of 90 degrees and the other one side angled a little more than
90 degrees as shown in Figure 30. It is made as one single piece in black PLA with a slide
out fitting. It is easily removable and has the sensor embedded in the lower side of it.

Figure 29 Cheek Rest Jacket Ground View

Figure 30 Cheek Rest Jacket Side view

Model Information
Size – 165 mm x 36 mm x 48 mm
Volume – 29,827 mm3

4.5.3. Hand Rest Jacket
The hand rest jacket is fabricated as one single piece using the same PLA material.
It is designed with a groove to give extra support as shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32.

Model Information
Size – 98 mm x 11 mm x 48 mm
Volume – 5,917 mm3

Figure 31 Hand Rest Jacket Lower View

Figure 32 Hand Rest Jacket Front View
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4.5.4. Hand Grip Jacket
The hand grip is one part of the weapon that is complex and of irregular shape. The
PLA material is incompatible for use in the hand grip. This is due to the rigid material
properties of PLA. Also, unlike all the other contact points, the weapons hand grip comes in
three varied sizes as small, medium and large. Hence it complicates the compatibility. Further
majority shooters would not prefer getting as external attachment over the weapon. Taking
these factors into consideration, the hand grip jacket is fabricated using an elastic fabric
which flexibly covers the surface like a sock. The material used is a polyester materialled
elastic fabric which is comfortable use and has good durability. The sock is hand fabricated
to perfectly fit the hand grip. The material is thin with 100 GSM thickness. Hence the hand
grip usage becomes as good as no material present, making it easy for the user.

4.5.5. Trigger Jacket
The trigger being the most intricate and delicate component in the entire weapon.
PLA is considerably bulk for utility at the trigger. Due to this, a jacket is fabricated out of a
silicon made using a heated glue gun. The glue gun is fed with hard silicon material [27].
The gun has an electric filament. As the gun trigger is pressed, the filament gets heated by
the electric current. The silicon stick meets the heated filament.

Figure 33 Silicon Glue Gun

Figure 34 Molten silicon from the nozzle

The gun is operated under 40-watt power and under 100 V-240 V. The model used is
G-250 B. No B-17 produced by the manufacturer named Wonder, as shown in Figure 32.
Once the power is switched on, the input current converts it into heat energy at the filament
end. This melts the silicon stick and it comes of the out nozzle in the form of molten silicon
as shown in Figure 33. This molten silicon is made to cover the trigger head. It automatically
hardens in less than a minute once it meets air. The mold is then removed, and the sensor is
embedded inside it. The cost of making the trigger jacket is extremely economical and it is
very easy to use.
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4.6 Sensor Positioning
The force sensors are embedded in the jacket built out of 3D printing. The sensors are
positioned focusing on the major areas of contact of the body made with the rifle parts. The
contact surface obviously depends on the individual shooter. But the contact points remain
to be the same. The contact points considered for sensor positioning is shown below.

Figure 35 Hand Grip Sensors

Figure 37 Butt Plate Sensors

Figure 36 Cheek Rest Sensors

Figure 38 Hand Rest Sensors Figure 39 Trigger Sensor
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5 Autonomous Sensor System and Sensor
Functionality at Contact Points
The proposed model is an autonomous system for performance measurement,
error determination and self-training for improvement in a shooter. The system is an external
portable and removable system. It can be adjusted to the needs of every individual shooter.
The entire model works on the note that pressure is one of the most important factors to be
maintained and controlled at the above-mentioned contact points in shooting.
The system consists of:
x
x
x

x

A removable force sensitive resistor set attached as per module descriptions.
An autonomous system that records the sensors outputs and stores the outputs.
The stored outputs are automatically fed into a microcontroller system and then to
LabVIEW environment which calculates, plots and precisely measures errors in
different contact points.
Once the training module is complete, the optimum pressure is determined and fixed
for practice under controlled-automated environment.

The system functions under the following circumstances:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The sensor system to measure pressure application in the hand grip.
The sensor system to measure pressure application in the cheek rest.
The sensor system to measure positioning and pressure application in the cheek rest.
The sensor system to measure pressure application and movement parameters in the
hand rest.
5. The sensor system to measure the overall timing, timing at first and second pull,
pressure applied and the squeeze sequence of the trigger pull.

The sensor systems will perform the following operations in the respective
installation points. The training system has various sophisticated options to store individuals
score sheets, competitor ID’s, train under various difficulty modes to increase
competitiveness. The system can at a stretch take up-to 100 shots which is comfortably
sufficient for most shooters to access and practice. The system is designed for use in both
LabVIEW and MATLAB environment. Since MATLAB operates in serial system, it
produces an overall delay ranging to about 300ms. Further each sensor data is collected only
one after the other. Whereas, in the LabVIEW environment, the system operates on parallel
mode. Due to this, the delay is almost zero and all the sensors operate simultaneously. This
makes LabVIEW a more effective and efficient environment for use in this model as the
operation is real-time and continuous during the operation of the training module.
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5.1 Hand Grip
In the indicated contact points on the handgrip, pressure sensors are intalled
embedded in the jacket. The points may vary depending on the position in which the shooter
makes complete contact. The points in the rifle under test are designed to the specification of
the specific rifle model indicated. The hand grip has one box shaped sensor, 3 round sensors
of length 56.77mm/ width 18.48mm as shown in Figure 41 and one round sensor of 5.08mm
diameter as shown in Figure 42. The pressure applied at these particular points of contact
would be recorded for every shot. They would be grouped into shot batches of 10 shots each.
Eventually at the end, the optimum pressure for the individual shooter will be identified.

Figure 40 Hand Grip Jacket
This identified pressure point will be calculated once the score is manually given
at the input column. This optimum pressure is locked by the system. Further an indication
system is set up which has variants of different modes such a normal, medium and hard.
These are defined with marginality of accuracy calibrated to a particular percentage. This
margin can also be manually tuned as per the individual’s practice ability.

Figure 41 Hand Grip Sensors for fingers
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Figure 42 Hand Grip Sensor for palm

5.2 Cheek Rest
The cheek rest is fitted with 3 large box sensors embedded inside the jacket that is
fabricated. The square sensor of dimensions 38.1mm is used. The embedded sensors are fitted
on to the cheek rest like a cover. The pressure values are fed into the controller. In the same
way as the hand grip, the cheek rest pressure is also monitored for a series of shots. The
optimum pressure point is figured out and it is locked for the individual shooter. The pressure
can be monitored with an indicator with the same marginal alteration as the hand grip
depending on the individuals practice strength.

Figure 43 Cheek Rest Sensors
The cheek rest sensors are placed in positions of maximum accessibility.The
sensor is placed closed to the direction in which the back site is present. Further, they are
angularly arranged in order to enable compatibility inside the jacket and to allow sufficient
spacing for wiring of the sensor leads. The jacket is provided with a extended hold in order
to enable extra grip to the jacket with the cheek rest.

Figure 44 Cheek Rest Jacket
The surface designed to be a little textured and rough in order to increase the
conveniece of usage by the shooter. It prevents the slippery nature of the PLA and increases
comfort. The jacket has a thickness of 1.5mm.
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5.3 Butt Plate
The sensor positions in the butt plate can vary from 4 to 7 pairs depending on the type
of weapon and the length of the butt plate. It also varies for the air rifle and the small-bore
rifle, as both have varying butt plates. For the rifle model taken under study, 2 sensors are
used. They include two round FSRs of diameter 38.1mm.

Figure 45 Butt Plate Sensors

Figure 46 Butt Plate

Jacket Like the hand grip and the cheek rest, the autonomous system is set up for
monitoring pressure application in the butt plate. This would be done for a series of shots,
thereby noting the optimum pressure which produces the prefect recoil pressure for the
perfect shot. The butt plate jacket is fabricated in two pieces. Both the pieces are provided
with an external grip to provide support and hold the jacket in place. Each jacket contains
one round sensor embedded in it.
The lead extension is enabled to be visible outside the jacket. This is to support wiring
the leads. The recoil is directly reflected, and any such irregular fluctuations will also be
measured. This jacket is also made from the same PLA material. The surface properties are
normally fabricated with minimal texture. It is maintained at a thickness lesser than the cheek
rest jacket. The thickness is constantly maintained at 1mm GSM. This adds on to the user’s
comfort.

5.4 Hand Rest
The sensor positions in the hand rest would help monitor the movement of the hand
due to slippery nature on holding for a longer duration. Further it also helps monitor the
placing of the hand in varying positions during a series of shots and thereby help fix the
optimum position. This also helps to control the positioning error to a huge margin.
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Though as a matter of fact, the shooters hand would at the most cover up only three pair
of sensors, the remaining two are still placed along the entire surface of the hand rest. This is
to measure if there is any kind of change in position or if there is any kind of sliding of hand
position during the shooting cycle.
This helps to record the consistency in the position of the hand holding the weapon, as
this point crucially controls the shot variance in the vertical mannerism. Any kind of
variations in the heights of the sight which vary, may account to the improper hand resting
position as one of the reasons.

Figure 47 Hand Rest Sensor

Figure 48 Hand Rest Jacket

The hand rest sensor is chosen to be one single square sensor. It is placed in the inner
end of the hand grip. The lead is given to the from end to enable wiring without disturbance
to the shooter. The jacket is provided with a projected support to firmly fix and to not move
out of place.

5.5 Trigger
The pressure point at the trigger is the point where even the most refined shooter
might make a mistake. Handling the trigger in an improper manner can cause disaster effects
in the shot. The sensors placed in the trigger are to monitor the trigger squeezing sequence,
the time taken for the trigger pull, the time interval between the first and the second pull and
the force applied on the trigger. The trigger is provided with a removable glued FSR of the
smallest size. This sensor is the main operational sensor.
The sensor is assigned to note the pressure at the first and the second pull. Further, it
is also designed to measure the time duration taken for the complete trigger pull between the
first pull, the second pull and the trigger break point. The trigger sensor is placed only during
training and directly on the trigger. The user is provided with an option when they can choose
to even place the sensor in a glove which can be easily worn and removed. This choice lies
with the shooter. In this developed model used under test, the sensor was placed in the trigger
head directed using a temporary hold.
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6 Method Validation and Performance Evaluation
6.1 Measuring the Pressure at 5 Contact Points
The designed system is operated under LabVIEW environment which has been
preferred over MATLAB due to its high speed of operation and almost zero response time.
This is since the environment functions under parallel operation. It minimizes the calculation
time and all the measurements take place simultaneously. The main motive of this model is
to measure the pressure at the five contact points in the weapon namely; the hand grip, the
butt plate, the cheek rest, the hand rest and the trigger. This has been achieved using a batch
of embedded FSR’s in fabricated weapon jackets as noted above.

Weapon
Contact
Point
Sensors

Arduino
Board

PCB with
Voltage
Divider
Circuit

Performance
Graph with
output

Autonomous
Monitoring

Labview
Software

Input Score

Figure 49 Work Flow Diagram of the Autonomous Monitoring system
The flow of the model goes as shown in Figure 49. The sensors are mounted to the
weapon using the embedded jackets. The output of the sensor is fed into the PCB fabricated
with voltage divider circuits. This output voltages from the PCB are fed into the Arduino
board and consecutively connected to the model designed using LabVIEW software. The
output array is gathered in a spreadsheet and they are further evaluated in comparison to the
score obtained. The performance graph is obtained from the same.
The weapon sensors are grouped initially into two sectors as the primary sensor and
the secondary sensor. The trigger sensor is taken as the primary sensor. All the other sensors
are grouped as the secondary sensor. The primary sensor operation acts as the point at which
the pressure at all the other contact points is recorded after continuous measuring. Once all
the sensors are connected and the system is switched on, all the sensors have the pressure
being continuously monitored and measured. The primary sensor i.e., the trigger sensor acts
as the first sensor to record the shot. The controller is programmed with an input threshold
value of the trigger break point.
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Once the trigger pressure crosses the threshold which indicates that the shot has been
fired, the current pressure value at all the other contact points is being recorded. Further the
sensors in the contact points are of multiple number. Hence, they are grouped into circles
based on their area of presence.
For instance, at the cheek rest, 4 sensors are present. It automatically implies that at the
primary sensor activation, 4 pressure values would be recorded. These four pressure values
will be averaged and given out as one single pressure for the cheek rest. The similar operation
is performed at all the other contact points like the butt plate and the hand grip which also
have multiple sensors. The weapon contact points embedded with the various FSR’s are
further connected via lead wires to the PCB board. The board has been fabricated with
voltage divider circuits using 10 k: resistors for reference voltage. The other end of the
resistor is made available as a plug-in pin for the FSR’s input resistive value which serves as
a measure of the pressure given at each point.

Figure 50 Schematic Diagram of the Setup

The output of the voltage divider circuit is fed into the Arduino board. The programmed
controller further sends information data into the LabVIEW environment for processing and
evaluation of the collected data. The processed data is collected in the form of an array. This
array is separately viewed and used for plotting the graph after final evaluation of the
performance.
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6.2 Performance Evaluation
6.2.1 Manual Input of Score
The final output, after analysis in LabVIEW software is the pressure value at each
contact point. This output pressure must be evaluated and used in comparison with the score
obtained by the shooter. Once the output array is obtained after evaluation for several
iterations and shots, it is separately stored in a spreadsheet. The system makes no big
productive sense unless the output is compared with the score obtained. The manually
evaluated score is obtained in the case of paper targets and the automatically evaluated score
is obtained in case of electronic targets. These scores are matched with the respective pressure
value obtained as output in the array.
Once the score is manually given as input. The pressure vs the respective score is
obtained. This helps to finalize on the optimum pressure and for further plotting the graph.
The manual input mechanism of the score is followed in the first version. The future work
includes a scope for integration of both the automatic scoring and performance evaluation.
Below shown is the score obtained during training by the shooter under test.
The target card has a score ranging from 0.1-10.9. The innermost circle values to 10.9
and the outermost values to 0.1. The targets are generally numbered only from 1-10 but the
scoring is done in decimals. The lowest marks 0 and highest marks 10.9. A 40-shot training
session has been fired, and they are grouped as 4 series with 10 shots each. Both decimal and
non-decimal total is obtained. The term manual indicates that the designed system has not
been used and manual training has been performed. The ISSF 10m Air Rifle category is
chosen. It has an open choice of 40 and 60 shots. 40 shots are the standard match firing state
for women and 60 are the standard match firing shots for men. The sensor system has a
maximum capacity of 100 shots. It depends on the shooter to go forward with using the
number of shots available.
The same system is also available for use in paper targets. The scoring in this case is
done from 0-10. Paper target scores are manually calculated using gauges and they are fed
manually inside the spreadsheet, for finding the optimum pressure and for performance
evaluation. The paper targets are generally inserted in the stand and sent to position using the
pulley or the motor. It has 10 concentric circles with a score marking for 0-10. The center
point depicts 10 and outmost biggest circle depicts 1. The score is rated for 400 and 600.
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Figure 51 Score obtained without using the designed system
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Figure 52 Score obtained with using the designed system
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6.2.2 System Analysis Generated
The system is designed to work under two conditions. One is the test mode and the
other is the match mode. The test mode is used to evaluate the optimum pressure at each of
the points. The match mode is used to train using the obtained optimum pressure. The shooter
initially has an option to choose between the match and the test mode. For a new user, the
test mode is to be chosen. The new user is to enter his name, contestant ID and other personal
information in the boxes available for use. Once this is given, the test mode is to be selected.
Initially, the upper and lower limit of the trigger pressure is to be set to make note of the first
pull and the trigger break point. This is done using trial and error method. Once the upper
and the lower limit is fixed, the shooter can start to initialize his process of fixing the optimum
pressure.

Figure 53 Score Group without sensor

Figure 54 Score Group with sensor

In the test mode, the shooter can fire up to 100 shots. The number of shots can be
decreased based on every individual. But the maximum shots are fixed to be 100 for one turn
of use. Using the test shot pressure values obtained, the output array is obtained which is
given space for feeding input score values. Using this, the optimum pressure is averaged, and
one single value is obtained for the 5 contact points. This optimum pressure point is fixed.
Once this is fixed, the shooter can now enter the match mode.
In the match mode, there are three operational cases. They are the easy mode, the
moderate mode and the hard mode. The shooter can choose the desired difficulty level. The
easy mode is set with + or – 50% allowance from the optimum pressure. The shooter when
firing crosses this limit beyond the optimum pressure; an indication is generated in the form
on a LED alarm. Similarly, the medium difficulty mode is given with + or – 30% margin
from the optimum pressure. The hard difficulty mode is programmed with + or – 10% margin
from the optimum pressure. This enables junior and senior shooters to choose different
modes of difficulty based on their experience and level of expertise. The obtained output in
the match mode can be plotted in the form of a performance chart if desired. The output group
is obtained as shown in Figure 53 and Figure 54.
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6.2.3 Performance Chart of the Shooter
The performance chart of the shooter can be plotted and listed down in several variants.
The output array is stored in a separate accessible spread sheet which enables the plotting of
any kind of graph. A graph between the shot iteration and score can be plotted in the target
plot. It makes it easier to view and understand the shot groups.

Figure 55 Score Analysis without sensor

Figure 56 Score Analysis with sensor

The performance analysis was done using pre-designed software. The analysis report
is shown in Figure 55 and Figure 56. Grouping is an indication of utmost performance by the
shooter. The smaller the group, the better is the performance. Grouping generally refers to a
set of shots that are fired in one point. Once a shooter can achieve a small group, then he/she
can adjust the weapon to the perfect ten, irrespective of the position of the shot. In the image
shown above, the red shows the area of highest scoring and as it gets colder to the outer
circles, they depict lower scores.
Further a graph can be plotted between the pressure value for different shots and the
iterations. This gives a clear outline of the performance in terms of pressure. For considering
the overall performance and how the pressure has influenced each shot, a graph can be plotted
between the pressure value and the score obtained in the respective iterations. These graphs
can be stored in any format and furthermore can be converted to a hardcopy. There are
internally approved and reliable.
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Graph 1 Performance graph of the sensor values along with the score obtained
The graph 1 depicts the performance graph of the sensor. The bar figures indicate the
sensor value fluctuations and the above line figure in red depicts the score obtained. It is
clearly notable that with consecutive shots, the sensors values are well balanced showing that
the pressure maintained during the shot sequence is stabilized. The score also has shown
similar stabilizing and better overall result in the performance.
Graph 2 indicates the comparison between the score obtained with the sensor and
without the sensor. The blue bar indicated the score obtained with sensor usage and the red
bar indicates the score obtained without the sensor utility. The values of the blue bar show a
higher performance than the values of the red bar. The 40 shots are consolidated and shown
for easier view. It can be viewed in detail.

Graph 2 Performance Analysis with and without sensor
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6.3 Real-time LabVIEW Demonstration
The LabVIEW platform is used for the demonstration of the model. The trigger sensor
is placed as the primary sensor. The Arduino board is selected and initialized. Trigger denotes
the primary sensor. The upper limit and the lower limit are set for the defined trigger values.
This indicates the first pull and the second pull limit. The first pull value is set as the upper
limit and the second pull break point is set as the lower limit. When the lower limit is reached,
all the other voltage levels are obtained from the other four secondary sensors. The entire set
of the four other secondary sensors are built inside a case structure.
Following this, once the case structure is activated with the input from the primary
sensor, all the four pressure values are recorded in the other points at that instant. The case
structure condition is set to be True and the system operates on activation based on a external
control loop.
Internally further again the output sensor values are grouped as set values for each
contact point. They are averaged and only one value for each contact point is given. This
operation takes place in the case structure, as a sub set inside every single contact position.
The output of this averaging operation is displayed as the final pressure value. These four set
values are given as input to an array structure.
The output of this array is stored to a spreadsheet with a pre-defined file path. The
manual input of the scores are given separately. All these are the operations that are
performed in the test mode. Once the input scores are given, the optimum pressure is
determined. The optimum pressure acts as the activation value for the alarm present. An
alarm in the form of an LED is given at the end for final indication. Now the conditional
selection of match mode can be activated. This operates as a separate case structure again.
This structure also has a primary and a secondary sensor set. The trigger sensor is the primary
and all the other sensors are grouped as secondary. This has a sub set inside with three modes
such as easy, medium and hard mode. They are manually selectable. The selected mode will
be displayed at the output panel. The three modes are conditionally operated.
Based on the conditions they are given an upper and a lower limit for output compliance.
The easy mode is given with an upper limit of -50% marginality from the optimum pressure
value in each location. The lower limit is given with a +50% marginality from the optimum
pressure values. This output is given to an alarm indicator which indicates with a signal when
the optimum pressure marginality in the easy mode is exceeded.
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Similarly, marginality values are set for the medium and the hard mode of operation.
They are present as separate two conditional loops. The medium difficulty mode is given
with an upper limit of -30% marginality from the optimum pressure value in each contact
point. The lower limit is given with a +30% marginality from the optimum pressure values.
This output is given to the alarm for indication.
The hard difficulty mode was given with an upper limit of -10% marginality from the
optimum pressure value in each contact point. The lower limit was maintained at a +10%
marginality from the optimum pressure values. This output is given to the alarm. The alarm
also works on a conditional structure. The alarm is activated only when the optimum pressure
in each case is exceeded.

Figure 57 Back End View of LabVIEW file
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These output values are also sent into an array and further fed into a spreadsheet.
Once the iteration is switched to then next level, the temporary buffer is overwritten after the
values are sent to the spreadsheet. Further the total duration of trigger pulls and the pressure
at the trigger is separately measured. The time taken for the trigger pull is evaluated based
on the time from which the upper limit is achieved from the lower limit value. The total
trigger time is displayed as one single time value in the display screen of the front panel.

Figure 58 LabVIEW Front Panel of the System
The system is enabled with 11 sensors named as Sensor_1 to Sensor_11. The
transposed data is obtained for better denomination. Once the system is switched on the
iterations are continuous, only when stop button is pressed the data acquisition is stopped.
The data and time of the data acquired is automatically recorded as per the computer system
information. Every time the data is saved into the array because of trigger press, the saving
data light is switched on.
When it is on training mode, the optimum pressure is set and accordingly the system
indicates in range and out of range operation. Light indication is given for the same. The
graphical display shows the real-time visual of the data recording that takes place in the
system.
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The sensor values are automatically saved to the spreadsheet as shown in Figure 59,

Figure 59 Spreadsheet Figure for Series 1 and Series 2
The figure above shows the sensor values for the shots from 1 to 20. The score
obtained is manually inserted after the shots are fired. The figure below shows the same for
shot 21 to shot 40.

Figure 60 Spreadsheet Figure for Series 3 and Series 4
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6.4 Discussion
The prototype for development of an autonomous sensor self-monitoring system for
performance evaluation in shooting was successfully developed. It was tested under a closed
environment. The performance was tested over a duration of one week continuously. It has
been clearly proved that the pressure at every contact point directly influences the
performance. Further, it was taken in comparison for several iterations without monitoring
the pressure and by manually judging the reason for poorly scored shots. The error
identification has shown 83% better marginal identification results when using the
autonomous system. The error identification was more precise when the sensor system result
was used rather than the normal system based on manual judgement.
Secondly, the optimum pressure that has been measured for the shooter, was the typical
measure of proper position management. It has also further given an easy training mode
enabling better development of muscle memory at the contact points. The shooter under test
could quickly shift from easy mode to hard mode in a total duration of 5 days. The score
based performance of the shooter has shown a 40% increase from day 1 to day 7. With about
an average obtained over 100 trials, the obtained output pressure and the optimum pressure
is much more reliable. The approximation is more accurate and precise due to the increased
number of iterations. Further the system does not have any delay due to the parallel operation
performed by LabVIEW. All the sensor values are acquired simultaneously.
The trigger timing was successfully measured. Triggering being one of the most crucial
points in shooting, identification of the trigger pressure and the time for trigger handling is
an advantage that increases the performance exponentially. The trigger handling time when
varied for every shot, directly influence the shot performance. Monitored values of trigger
timing have been obtained which has increased the ease of triggering and automatically the
performance.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Performance of the Developed Prototype
The developed prototype has increased the performance of the shooter under test by
about 40% within a duration of one week. It has physiologically decreased the muscle strain.
The hand grip, cheek rest, butt plate and hand grip positions being the backbone of shooting;
the model has developed a clear understanding for the shooter to view the management of
pressure. It has caused no disturbance during usage and has not altered the weapon
characteristics. The trigger point monitoring has influenced and positively increased the
impact of the system.
The cost of developing the entire prototype was lesser than 1/5th the cost of SCATT
and it was achieved with less bulky material. The sensor lifetime is high and can be reliably
used, as it has been pre-tested and certified for use. The shooting sport is more to do with
delicate errors, precision, mind control and total concentration. It is totally a state of art. This
system has refined the formulation of this art with great finesse and elegance. The model has
enabled better co-ordination of the mind and the body. It collaborates the physiological and
psychological working to achieve better results. The decrease in the physiological strain and
understanding of the physiological behaviour has improved.
By measuring the pressure given at the contact points in the weapon by using an
autonomous self-monitoring system using sensors, the performance has been increased and
the accuracy has improved.

7.2 Advantages
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

The proposed system is easily attachable and removable from the weapon without
causing any damage.
It is totally cost effective, as it involves a whole bunch of cost effective sensors and
a single system which calculates and presents the output. It is much lesser than the
SCATT system in terms of cost.
The system is a self-monitoring one and helps analyse mistakes easily.
It helps in pin pointing the position of errors rather than overall prediction of the error
occurrence.
The entire system can be used, or it can be used in parts separately for one contact
point alone.
It has various operational modes in the match mode which enables the shooter to
practice under an environment with controlled levels of difficulty.
It has an auto generate option to plot the performance over a desired duration of time.
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7.3 Future Works
Shooting sport being a field of increasing participation day to day, technology has
always strived to be a mandatory part of it. Electronics is serving to be the key behind all
advancements. The developed model has great scope for future development with much more
advancements and user-friendly applications.

7.3.1 Alignment and Suit Monitoring
The developed model gives a clear understanding of the importance of positions and
management of contact points. It is not to be forgotten that positioning has few more aspects
to take into consideration. The other contact points are likely to be the contact made by the
elbow with the hip bone and the contact made by the feet with the ground. Further, in terms
of positioning, it is important to consider the position in which the alignment of the weapon
with the target is maintained. Further the relative angularity of the weapon with the target is
a problem of concern.
The alignment monitoring sensors can be fixed to the barrel and the angular alignment
of the weapon canting position can be calculated for every shot. This can be used for
determining the sight alignment which is one other important aspect in the shooting
performance. It is the first variant with direct impact and influence on the shot score, as it is
a direct measure of the target view.

7.3.2 Integrated Electronic Target and Autonomous SelfMonitoring System
The currently developed prototype was monitored with a manual input of the score.
The system measures the pressure values and creates a spreadsheet with the obtained pressure
values for several iterations. The score obtained by the shooter is manually fed as input into
the spreadsheet. These values are obtained either by manual scoring or from the electronic
target scoring system. The electronic targets are reliably used in all the national and
international shooting competitions. They are standardized and are maintained as par the
ISSF regulations.
This developed prototype can be directly integrated with an electronic target system
and the manual input of the score can be removed away. A separate software can be
developed for the whole package which enables the shooter to increase the ease of utility. A
voice-controlled alarm can also be given to indicate the point at which the error has occurred.
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